The 22Miles Digital Signage applications allow you to customize the look and feel of every project, creating a memorable and lasting experience for your users. Now you can manage all content changes, drag-and-drop widgets and visual filter capabilities at your fingertips. Welcome to a new world of branding and client service with our next generation technology!

One Powerful Solution for all your Application Needs.

**NO TEMPLATE LIMITATIONS**
No SINGLE display has to look the same! Using 22MILES Digital Signage, your brand designs are never limited to only one interface layout, or to vendor content control.

**CENTRALIZED MANAGEMENT**
Manage your entire signage network centrally and effortlessly at a corporate level or a site level with 22MILES' cloud and/or enterprise CMS. Provide centralized messaging and system updates with over-the-air content deployment, scheduling and monitoring.

**VISUAL FILTER CONTROLS**
Feel like a pro with “pick & click” transitions and animations that can create a visual impact to your content designs. All filters allow for entry and exit animations, vast selection of built-in transitions, and fun design effects.

**EASY PUBLISHING WORKFLOW**
Messages from your marketing team can be easily delivered to displays or touchscreens at the right locations and at the right time!

**WYSIWYG INTERACTIVE DIGITAL SIGNAGE**
Drag-and-drop, What You See Is What You Get designer requires NO programming or design skill.

**STATISTICS REPORT**
Analyze your user-base. Monitor Interactive ads, info buttons, modules, etc. Every single tap or media playback is recorded and can be added into a dashboard and stylized report.

**ONE SOLUTION FOR ALL DEVICES**
Our unique Digital Signage Management Software controls the entire network of displays, touchscreen kiosks, smartphones and tablets in one place.

**FREE INTERACTIVE GOOGLE MAP**
Provide local attractions to your off-campus sites. Unlimited updateable hot spots, NO subscription fee!

**TRUE INTERACTIVE WAYFINDING**
The Only solution that provides wayfinding to thousands of rooms and multiple buildings with turn-by-turn information and animation on both kiosks and mobile; the floor plan and path builder tools allow true client capable updates on-the-fly, for construction/moves/detours and much more.

**MULTI-LINGUAL SUPPORT**
Unlimited multi-language support with integrated Bing/Google Translate. Easily add a new language in minutes.

**SIGNAGE SCHEDULING**
Simple & intuitive content scheduling and meeting/event management allows for pain free updates from month to month, week to week, or day to day.

**VERSION CONTROL & TEAM COLLABORATION**
The built-in version control makes it easy to authenticate content between team members and saves IT from working with a staging server.
Data Integration

22 Miles native data source filtering tool provides the most streamlined API integrations in market. Just filter in any data source – XML, CSV, JSON, SOAP, LDAP, ICS, SQL, WordPress, RSS, HTML and other spreadsheet formats and let real time data Auto-Sync do the rest.

Stream any event, directory, headline, stock ticker, sports update, social media handle, promotional event, flight information or emergency alert seamlessly through our platform to inform your users. As a bonus, you can easily incorporate your content and data listing to 22 Miles globally recognized 3D wayfinding capabilities within your touch screen or mobile device.

3rd Party Software 22 Miles has integrated

- Amadeus Hospitality
- Delphi & SalesPro
- Ungerboeck
- Hyatt
- Envision
- Starwood
- Office 365

- Dean Evans
- Opera
- Condeco
- Microsoft
- E3 Exchange
- Microsoft Azure

- Google Drive
- Oracle
- 25LIVE
- Cvent
- Microsoft Exchange
- Jabber

- Tableau Software
- Eventbrite
- Rave
- Skype for Business
- Raiser’s Edge
- Microsoft

And Many More...